OXFORD CAMBRIDGE EXPRESSWAY – SUBMISSION TO HIGHWAYS
ENGLAND – BECKLEY AND STOWOOD
THE DISADVANTAGES OF ROUTE S2
Although the exact Route S2 is not known it would spur off the A34 between Abingdon and Oxford
and go through the Oxford Green Belt for most of its length. It would pass the villages of The Baldons,
Garsington, and Cuddesden, across or through Shotover Hill (171 metres high) and Park with Grade I
listed Shotover House, cross the A40 between Sandhills and Forest Hill and pass between Stanton St
John and Beckley. It would then cross the Horton Road east of Beckley near Beckley Park, a Grade I
listed triple-moated building with many other listed buildings around it. It would then cross parts of
Otmoor a unique habitat, a SSI, nature reserve and RSPB reserve, very sensitive to pollution, continue
probably between the villages of Murcot and Fencott, and meet the M40 to the south of Bicester. This
route is remarkably similar to one of the proposed routes for the M40, which was rejected.
Choosing Route S2 for the 6-lane Expressway would severely threaten the unique and important
habitats of Otmoor and ancient hunting forest and at least three important Grade I listed buildings
and gardens, but it would also blight the lives and health of the existing communities and villages along
the route.

Route S2 Main Heritage and
Ecology Sites - Map 1
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A. Traffic and Economics
•

Congestion Reduction
While Route S2, may help to reduce some congestion on the A34 from traffic travelling north east
or south west, it is likely to cause even greater congestion on all the local roads, particularly those
nearer Oxford. This will arise from the greater number of people commuting into Oxford and
using local roads as a short cut from the Expressway. According to the 2011 Census 100,000
people had their main job in Oxford – 46,000 of them lived outside the city. There is no regular
public transport for commuters in the villages along Route S2 and commuting into Oxford by car
from Beckley takes at least 30 minutes with traffic backing up into Elsfield and past the
crematorium on the Bayswater Road in Stanton St John.
There has been a large recent building development at Barton Park which will exacerbate the
congestion on local roads and along the A40 ring road and Headington Roundabout. The
development is not complete and its effects are as yet to be experienced.

•

Shorter Journey Times and Improved Journey Time Reliability
Route S2 has no connections to public transport and so will not be part of an integrated transport
system, that is so badly needed around Oxford. The nearest railway stations at Haddenham,
Oxford and Oxford Parkway will take 20-30 minutes driving time at peak times, but probably
longer if the Expressway is built. There is no regular bus link into Oxford from this area. There is
one Park and Ride at Thornhill on A40 east of Oxford, but there may be no access to it from the
proposed Expressway.
Journey times to the east of Oxford will be considerably lengthened and so will the reliability of
journey times.

•

Support to Economic Growth Aspirations
The aspirations for economic growth from the NIC reports are from 1. A more than doubling in housing supply in Oxfordshire
2. Development of more business premises
3. Better integrated transport systems and improved communications within the Oxford –
Milton Keynes – Cambridge Arc, which may extend to Swindon
1. Doubling the Housing Supply
The aspiration from NIC is that there should be an increase in housing in Oxfordshire from its
current level of 281,4801 to 340,000 houses. This includes the 100,000 new houses already
planned2 and a further 240,000 houses and over half a million additional people3.
The development of these houses and the Section 106/CIL payments from developers will
apparently help to pay for the Scheme. However, much of the land around Route S2 is totally
unsuitable for housing, so would not meet the economic aspirations.
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Live tables on dwelling stock - Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government 6.3.18
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Helping the Cambridge, Milton Keynes and Oxford corridor reach its potential - Section 1.8
Partnering for Prosperity: A new deal for the Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford Arc - 11.2017 page 28
https://www.nic.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Partnering-for-Prosperty.pdf
3
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Unsuitable Development Land
Otmoor, as well as being a SSSI, an important RSPB site and having unique ecology (see
separate report – Otmoor- The Environment Impact of Route S2) is also flooded and totally
unsuitable for housing and road construction would be difficult.
The whole area was once part of a Royal Hunting Forest which stretched from Shotover to
Bernwood Forest and included many woods such as Sydlings Copse, Stowood and many
woods along the proposed route of S2, particularly near the Horton Road, The Straight Mile,
these include Blackwater Wood and Stanton Little Wood. These are important ancient
woodlands and Oxfordshire has less ancient woodland than the national average – 8.9% for
Oxfordshire 9.9% nationally. 4

4

http://www.tverc.org/cms/sites/tverc/files/OCC_AWI_report_abridged_for%20TVERC_web.pdf
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The Oxford Green Belt

The whole area is within the Oxford Green Belt. The purpose of the Green Belt is –
Green Belt serves five purposes:
1. to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas;
2. to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another;
3. to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment;
4. to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and
5. to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other
urban land.
4

It is Government Policy, reiterated in the Housing White Paper in February 2017, to maintain
protection of the Green Belt 5. This is particularly important for the villages of Beckley, Elsfield
and Stanton St John. If the Government plans to adhere to its promise to protect the Green
Belt, then the land between Oxford, Beckley and the other villages on the outskirts of Oxford
is also unsuitable for housing. Beckley village itself is a conservation area.
NIC has also expressed a view that such a large increase in housing and population would need
to be delivered with care –

“The delivery of new developments should not be of detriment to the interests of existing
communities, nor need they have adverse impacts on the quality of the natural and built
environment. Developing wholly new settlements provides the opportunity to recognise,
celebrate and reflect the environmental and cultural assets that have made the CambridgeMilton Keynes-Oxford arc such an attractive place to live. This is an opportunity that
incremental urban fringe developments, city-centre regeneration and infill developments can
rarely exploit” 4 [page 45]

Any large development along Route S2 would not comply with these aspirations. They would
be extremely detrimental to the small village communities along the Route S2 and there is
insufficient land to build a large new settlement.
The opposition to doubling the housing in Oxfordshire should not be underestimated and is
not grounded in reality. It would completely change the nature of the county and the
desirability of people to live here. It is not sustainable and not acceptable.
2. Development of Business Premises
There is no industry in Beckley and Stowood Parish and very few businesses. Many people
work from home. 6 The constraints on building business premises is the same as those for
houses. There are few businesses along the whole Route S2, so there would be little gain to
existing business from this route,
3. Better Integrated Transport Systems
Route S2 does not link industrial or business areas and its construction would not only destroy
very precious ecological and historic sites, but also destroy the communities who live there.
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Housing white paper: statement - https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/housing-white-paperstatement
6
Beckley and Stowood Neighbourhood Plan
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Environment
•

Air Quality
The separate report on Otmoor – The Environmental Impact of Route S2 cites a number of
very rare and endangered flora which would be threatened by the pollution from diesel and
petrol fumes.
Defra states –
Air pollution, for example from road transport, harms our health and wellbeing. It is
estimated to have an effect equivalent to 29,000 deaths each year and is expected to reduce
the life expectancy of everyone in the UK by 6 months on average, at a cost of around £16
billion per year. Air pollution also damages biodiversity, reduces crop yields and contributes
to climate change.7
Lung Disease
The air quality would be severely reduced for all the residents along the route and those
passing through it. There is significant evidence that air pollution from diesel and petrol
fumes and particulate matter from brakes and tyres severely adversely affect health and
particularly lung diseases. It exacerbates existing lung disease such as asthma, which is on the
rise in the population, COPD (chronic obstructive airway disease) and other disease such as
emphysema. 8
It has been shown to be a cause of cancer. 9 Cancer Research UK attribute 3,600 cases of lung
cancer to air pollution.
Building an Expressway within a few hundred metres of villages will undoubtedly cause harm
to their health, not only lung disease, but also heart, skin and other diseases.

•

Cultural Heritage
Heritage Sites
Route S2 has a number of important heritage sites along its route and nearby –
a) Beckley Park – Grade I Listed moated mediaeval hunting lodge dating from 1173
Directly in the line of the proposed Expressway, which would probably be demolished
b) Beckley Church – Grade I listed – Norman with important internal and external
features
c) Beckley Palace – site of a Norman palace
d) Roman Villa – site
e) Roman Roads cross the parish
f) Beckley Conservation Area containing 24 listed buildings -see Appendix f for list and
map
g) Beckley Parish surrounding the village containing a further 15 listed buildings
h) Shotover House
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Policy paper 2010 to 2015 government policy: environmental quality Updated 8 May 2015
British Lung Foundation https://www.blf.org.uk/support-for-you/air-pollution/whos-at-risk
9
Cancer Research UK http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/causes-of-cancer/air-pollution-radongas-and-cancer/how-air-pollution-can-cause-cancer
8
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a)
Beckley Park – Grade I Listed moated mediaeval hunting lodge dating from 1173
With this important site as well as the lodge itself there are 3 other listed buildings –
• A bridge and retaining walls to the moat – Grade II
• A Barn
• A Cowhouse
Beckley Park was built as a hunting lodge probably as early as 1175. Later in the century a circular wall
was built around the park, which was then stocked with deer.
Beckley Park is a triple moated house in the valley below Beckley. It was first mentioned in 1347.
Subsequent years saw the Park’s hunting enjoyed by the Kings of England especially after the Manor
reverted to the Crown. The present house was built in 1540 by Sir John Williams, who later became
Lord Williams of Thame. The house continued to be owned by his descendants, the Earls of Abingdon,
until 1920 when it was sold to the Feilding family, whose descendants still reside there. At the start
of nineteenth century it had been leased to the Ledwell family some of whom are buried in Beckley
Church.
See link for full listing details from English Heritage - https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/thelist/list-entry/1180781
In addition, there are 2 other Grade II listed buildings nearby – a farmhouse and barn and farm
buildings.
As the map (1) shows the Expressway would go right through the site and demolish a very important
heritage site, or go dangerously near causing harm, which exhibits evidence of great historic
importance to the area.

The garden and park are also important with rare flora.10

10

http://www.parksandgardens.org/places-and-people/site/333/summary
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b) Beckley Church – Grade I listed – Norman with important internal and external features
The church of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, (a medieval Catholic dedication) is a gem,
some 600 years old … simple and strong … with main inner door of oak with fine iron work that dates
from the 13th century, many medieval murals, a circular stone font, a 13th century oak chest reckoned
to be one of the oldest chests in England.
The interior has a number of 14th and 15th-century wall paintings including a Virgin and Child, an
Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary, the weighing of souls, the torments of the damned and 15thcentury paintings of Saint Peter, Saint Paul and a Doom.
There is some 14th-century glass in the windows of the north aisle and chancel. This shows the
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin; St. Anne teaching Mary, the Virgin to read; the martyr king St.
Edmund, holding an arrow; the legend of St. Thomas and the Virgin's girdle; St. Christopher and St.
Thomas.
See link for full listing details from English Heritage https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/listentry/1047650

Map 2 Showing the Listed buildings in the Beckley Conservation Area
b) Beckley Palace – site of a Norman palace
The site is shown on the map above.

The Palace was built around the time of the Doomsday Book, 1087, in the field behind the
present Old Manor Farmhouse. It is not certain when it was built, but in view of the
association with the village of the D’Ivry’s and D’Oilly’s it seems certain these rich Norman
families were associate with the building during a period of over a hundred years. The various
trials and tribulations of Beckley in those years and Royal involvement in following years are
8

ably set out in the booklet by Mr. P.D. Gresswell - ” An English Village, Beckley near Oxford”.
The Palace fell into disrepair in the 16th century and was never rebuilt. According to writers
in the early 19th century the moat and earthworks were visible at that time and there was
still standing a stone tower used as a dove house. The field where the palace once stood is
known as Duffers or Duffs field, and many of the older Beckley cottages and walls contain
stone once used in the Palace buildings.
c) Roman Villa – site
On the hill above Beckley, near the footpath leading to Upper, Middle, and Lower Park Farms (Beckley
Park), there was a Roman Villa, a small country house, which would have had wonderful views of
Otmoor. Traces of four rooms were found and a small road leading up to it, from the main Roman
road. It was discovered in 1862 but sadly shortly after it was destroyed probably by being ploughed
up.
d) Roman Roads cross the parish
An important Roman Road from Alchester to Dorchester-on-Thames is shown in map 2 above as it
comes through Beckley village, but this road also crossed Otmoor, where the proposed S2 route would
cut through it. There are other less important Roman roads in the parish in front of Lodge Farm in
Stowood.
Near the centre of Otmoor is Joseph’s Stone, thought to be a Roman milestone.
f) Beckley Conservation Area containing 24 listed buildings g) Beckley Parish - surrounding the village containing a further 15 listed buildings and there are a
further 5 listed properties in the south of the Parish around Wick Farm
h) Shotover House and Estate and Shotover Country Park
This is a Grade 1 listed house of some importance built in 1715-20, almost certainly William
Townesend. It lies at the centre of the park, being a tall, narrow house built of colour-washed ashlar
on sloping ground, and so of three storeys on the west, entrance front and four on the garden side.
There are other listed buildings on the estate, such as the stables and a number of listed features in
the grounds.
The gardens to the east are also important with a number of listed monuments, a canal and fountains
and many ponds.
The parkland is mainly arable. Here is the Historic England listing https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1001106
Next to the Shotover estate is the Shotover Country Park, managed by Oxford City Council and has
over 500,000 visitors a year. Shotover Hill is some 61 hectares and is a SSSI. It was once part of the
Royal Hunting Forest that stretched across to Stowood, Sydlings Copse and Bernwood Forest. It has
Roman remains and other archaeology.11 The hill rises to 171 metres. It is approached from the
Oxford over the Eastern bypass by Old Road from Headington. This road used to be the main route
from Oxford to London, but is now impassable in a normal car, but continues into Wheatley.
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Management Plan Shotover Hill 2014-20124 Oxford City Council
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Route S2 appears to somehow circumnavigate Shotover, but this would be extremely difficult as it is
171 metres high, has important historic and ecological sites on it and dense housing in Wheatley to
the east, Horspath to the south and Oxford to the west.
Commercial Buildings
Oxford (Beckley) Transmitting Station
This is a landmark for Beckley and can be seen from the Stokenchurch cutting on the M40 and across
Oxford. Built originally by the BBC as a radio transmitter it stands 165.7 metres (544 ft) high and is
owned and operated by Arqiva. It is situated at the end of New Road on the south-east edge of
Beckley village on land 129.5 metres (425 ft) above sea level, near the site of the former Beckley
windmill.
The geographical coverage for television is most of Oxfordshire, western Buckinghamshire, eastern
Gloucestershire and northern parts of Berkshire and Wiltshire.
The mast is situated on the eastern edge of Beckley village near the proposed S2 route.

• Landscape
At its highest point behind Stowood Beckley and Stowood Parish is 141 metres [463 feet]
above sea level; at its lowest some 70 metres [230 feet] at the Bayswater Brook, Wick Farm
and 60 metres [197 feet] at Otmoor. Shotover Hill rises to 171 metres. The changes in
topology create a challenge for road construction and development.
In general, the area divides in two: the elevated land tends to be sandy and mainly arable,
whilst the low-lying land is mainly alluvial clay in grass for summer grazing. The village of
Beckley and the area immediately surrounding it drain via Otmoor to the River Ray, whilst
Stowood and the area toward the city drain to the Bayswater Brook.
The Landscape Quality and Sensitivity Assessment within the Landscape Assessment12 in
Table 2 shows that –
Scenic Quality was assessed as • high for – flood-plain and pasture, parkland and estate farmland and wooded hills
and valleys
• medium for – flat open farmland, flat semi-enclosed farmland, open farmland hills
and valleys and semi-enclosed hills and valleys
Intrusive Influences were assessed as either uncommon or occasional
• Other Heritage Values were assessed as • frequent in - parkland and estate farmland and wooded hills and valleys
• occasional in - flood-plain and pasture, flat semi-enclosed farmland and semienclosed hills and valleys
• uncommon – flat open farmland, open farmland hills and valleys
Visual Sensitivity was assessed as high or medium in all areas apart from parkland and
estate farmland and wooded hills and valleys which were rated low, all other areas were
rated high or medium.
12

Character Assessment for Oxford Heights, carried out by Atlantic Consultants as part of South Oxfordshire
Landscape Assessment
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The suggested Management Strategy is –
• To conserve - flood-plain and pasture, parkland and estate farmland and wooded hills
and valleys
• To repair - flat semi-enclosed farmland, open farmland hills and valleys and semienclosed hills and valleys
• To restore - flat open farmland
This report shows the importance of the Parish within ‘Oxford heights’ area and why it
needs to be preserved.

• Nature Conservation

This section, focusing on Otmoor is so important that it has been submitted as a separate
document – “Otmoor – The Environmental Impact”

• Geology and Soils
Beckley and Stowood Parish lies in the north of the SODC area, in an area known as the
Oxford Heights. The landscape is a series of low limestone hills that surround Oxford and
form part of the 'Mid-vale Ridge'.
“This irregular band of limestone stretches from Wiltshire to Buckinghamshire across the
plain of the Thames. The hills are composed of Upper Jurassic Corallian limestones and
sands, which are widely used as building stone in this area, and which form porous,
calcareous soils. In places, these rocks are overlain by Kimmeridge Clay and a capping of
Lower Greensand which forms the higher ground at Shotover Hill, Forest Hill and above
Garsington. These rocks are almost devoid of lime and form thin, sandy soils.”
Shotover
171 metres high “A sandstone capped hill with bands of Kimmeridge Clay mudstone, sandstone and
siltstone at the edge. There are also some areas of Head deposits which are a mixture of
clay, sand, silt and gravel. At the bottom of the Hill, to the north-east and west, there are
areas of Amptill Clay, thin bands of alluvium and a small area of Wheatley Limestone in
the east.”13

13

Shotover Conservation Target Area – Wiild Oxfordshire https://www.wildoxfordshire.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2014/02/Shotover-CTA.pdf
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• Noise and Vibration
The noise from traffic has been shown to be detrimental to health. According to WHO
traffic noise contributes to heart attacks and strokes. 14 15 Noise from motorways will
disturb sleep and generally cause a nuisance and annoyance all the time. The proximity of
houses and villages to the proposed Route S2 will mean that there will be considerable
noise pollution, which would be less with Route S1, where there is less housing near the
A34.
There is considerable evidence that vibration from road traffic causes buildings to move
and crack, particularly when motorways are near houses and villages. There are a large
number of listed buildings near the propose Expressway route.

• People and Communities
Despite one hundred-and-eighty years of economic, technological and social change, and
despite being so close to Oxford, the villages of the Otmoor area have maintained a
continuing sense of community and identity and a level of social cohesion which is the
envy of local city dwellers. This is something that should be cherished and preserved. For
a motorway-style road to slice through it would be perceived as an act of social and
topographical vandalism.

Beckley and Stowood Parish has approximately 250 households, the total number of
people on the electoral roll is 458 [Jan 2017] and total population is 606 [2011 census].
Each of the Otmoor Towns and other villages are interdependent as they are all so small.
Beckley has the school and pub, Stanton St John the village shop and pubs etc. Many work
in Oxford and due to the proximity of the John Radcliffe, Churchill and other hospitals
many residents are vital workers in these local hospitals and need immediate access to
perform emergency treatments.
Building a 6-lane Expressway between Beckley and Stanton St John would destroy local
communities, as well as damaging their health

14

Traffic noise health impacts second only to air pollution, new WHO report says – Transport & Environment https://www.transportenvironment.org/press/traffic-noise-health-impacts-second-only-air-pollution-newwho-report-says
15
New evidence from WHO on health effects of traffic-related noise in Europe http://www.euro.who.int/en/media-centre/sections/press-releases/2011/03/new-evidence-from-who-onhealth-effects-of-traffic-related-noise-in-europe
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The Expressway's potential impact on people and communities is 1. Even if an Expressway across undeveloped land improved transport and increased
economic growth, the case for which has been neither presented nor evidenced, such
development should not be given precedence over supporting people and the
communities in which we live.
2. In addition to destructive impacts on unspoiled land including land which has been
designated for good reason as green belt land, on SSSIs, and on valuable landscapes which
should be protected for ever, an expressway in the S2 / S3 corridor to the east of Oxford
would cut closely between a number of inter-connected villages and their wider
habitations.
3. An Expressway would impact destructively on people living within a significant
distance because of noise, light and air pollution. Such impacts should not be dismissed
readily or without accountability to those affected.
4. In recent years, in part because of the erosion of essential infrastructure (e.g. the loss
of bus and library services), the social connectivity and interaction between villages in the
Wheatley / Otmoor area has increased and is of increased importance for social and
personal health.
5. There is proven correlation between social engagement / inclusion and both physical
and mental health. The fundamental corollary is that developments which threaten social
fragmentation and personal isolation are unacceptable in public health and wider social
terms.
6. Both during construction of the expressway and forever thereafter, mobility, social
interconnectivity and physical activity would be damaged by the negative impact on
walking, cycling and horse riding between the villages and within the wider area.
7. In the past two years, the purchase and development of The Abingdon Arms in Beckley
as a community pub has substantially enhanced social relationships between the people
of Beckley and five adjacent villages. The Beckley community, but also the wider
community, has been strengthened significantly by provision of a public place where
people can meet and enjoy a range of socially-inclusive activities for all ages. There are
already signs that isolation and loneliness is reducing, particularly among older, infirm and
disabled people. This will continue to enhance physical, mental and social health.
8. An Expressway routed between the villages of this area's community would reverse
the recent improvements in social cohesion and its potential for improved health and
wellbeing.
9. The unproven potential advantages of purported transport and economic
development must be assessed against the certain and proven adverse impacts on people
and communities.
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Exercise, Leisure and Enjoyment of the Countryside
The Expressway would have a negative effect on people’s enjoyment of the countryside
and rural pursuits. Many people from Oxford city and surrounding towns enjoy Otmoor,
Shotover, Sydlings and Wick Copses and the countryside around Route S2.
People on organised walks, as well as individuals and informal groups, are seen regularly
on the public footpaths (including those following Oxfordshire’s Roman Road, The
Oxfordshire Way, A Walk from Beckley by Oxford-Consultants, Oxford Green Belt Way,
and Rectory Farm Afternoon Tea Walk by Oxfordshire Trails.
Cyclists and equestrians are a common sight, both on the roads in and out of Beckley, and
on the bridleways.
Footpaths and Bridleways
These are a very important asset to the parish and beyond, used by walkers, cyclists and
horse riders.
From the south of the parish from the Bayswater Brook, the parish boundary, a bridleway
runs north through Wick Farm to the B4027 at Stowood. This is an important route that
some Beckley villagers use to get into Oxford via Barton and Headington. A footpath links
with it along the Bayswater Brook to the west and two further footpaths go north from
this, the first towards Wick and Sydlings Copses, which form part of the BBOWT (Bucks,
Berks and Oxon Wildlife Trust) and then west towards the village of Elsfield and the second
starts outside the Parish also goes north to Elsfield. These footpaths and bridleways are
important for recreation for the residents of Wick Farm and Beckley and Stowood.
The bridleway from Wick Farm continues north and after a kink to the east follows the old
Roman Road, which runs from Alchester (near Bicester – north) to Dorchester-on-Thames
in the south. It leads directly into Beckley village and the Abingdon Arms.
Two important long-distance walking paths cross the parish from west to east and both
go along Beckley High Street.
‘The Oxfordshire Way winds through Oxfordshire from Bourton-on-the-Water in
Gloucestershire to the banks of the River Thames in Henley’16. Locally it runs from Noke
in the west, through Church Street and the High Street in Beckley to Waterperry.

16

Oxfordshire County Council - https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/content/oxfordshire-way
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Ordnance Survey map of footpaths and bridleways
‘The Oxford Green Belt Way, created by CPRE (Campaign to Protect Rural England)
Oxfordshire in 2007, is a 50-mile circular walk, published to mark CPRE's 75th birthday,
and to highlight the importance of the Green Belt, which was created around Oxford
50 years ago.’17 It runs from Hampton Poyle in the west through Beckley High Street
to Thornhill Park and Ride on the A40 into Oxford and makes a ring around Oxford.
In addition to these main routes a spur from the Oxfordshire Way goes around Beckley
Park to the bottom of Otmoor Lane, so forming a long circular walk. There is also a
circular walk around Otmoor itself, but some of this is within the danger are of the
MOD firing range to the north east of Otmoor Lane and is often impassable. There is
another circular walk from the bottom (north) of Church Street to Lower Farm and
through Noke Wood. Many local residents and visitors enjoy and value these walks
all year round.
Horse riders face hazards. Equestrian paths, both Definitive and Permissive,
currently cross the area. The Otmoor Riding Group, which are members of the
British Horse Society, work to keep existing bridle ways open and lobby for access.
There are footpaths around and across Otmoor which connect Beckley with some of
the other ‘Otmoor Towns’ and are well used.
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Oxfordshire County Council - https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/content/oxford-green-belt-way
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•

Road Drainage and the Water Environment
Flooding of Otmoor is addressed in detail in the separate document on Otmoor. It seems likely
that any route here would have to be raised above the fen, thus adding to its cost and exacerbating
its environmental and visual impact.

SODC flood map for surface water
The SODC flood map18 for surface water shows flooding of the Bayswater Brook at Wick
Farm, the stream that runs through Sydlings and Wick copse into the Bayswater Brook
and from the middle of Beckley village from Church Street. High Street and Otmoor Lane
onto Otmoor. Springs at Upper Park Farm flow down the hill to Middle Park Farm and
near Beckley Park.
This report has recently been updated and the updated map for the parish is shown over
the page.

18

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) SODC 2013 -JBA Consulting http://www.southoxon.gov.uk/servicesand-advice/planning-and-building/planning-policy/evidence-studies/district-flood-risk
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Alignment
•

Physical Constraints
Theses have been addressed in previous sections namely –
Topography –
o Shotover Hill at 171 metres with dense housing to the south, east and west
o Beckley ridge at 140 metres
o Otmoor – flooding and marsh and mists
Drainage
There is significant flooding ion Otmoor, but also all along the rivers - Thame, Thames,
Ray, Cherwell and Bayswater Brook.

•

Land use – Farming and Business

Historically Beckley and Stowood Parish was mainly forest and farmland and there used to be many
working farms, but in recent years the number of working farms has diminished significantly. Now
there is one significant farm, which carries out contact work for most of the others. The number of
farm workers has decreased to a handful.
There is no industry in Beckley or the surrounding villages. There are a few small businesses and many
farms have diversified. Many people work from home.

Route S2 is unsuitable for road building or development. It would threaten endangered species on
Otmoor and as it would be so close to existing villages and their communities it would be
detrimental to people’s health and wellbeing.
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